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Elton John - Super Easy Songbook (Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right hand of the piano part as well as in the vocal line.

The Complete Piano Player: Bob Dylan It's never too late to play . . . Pam Wedgwood gives players the chance to explore some fabulous jazzy new works by the acclaimed composer Pam Wedgwood. The pieces are suitable for those who have played for approximately one year. The pieces are gently progressive, gradually extending the player's technique.

Beauty and the Beast Sheet Music (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). This second edition features 20 of Elton's best ballads arranged for piano and voice with guitar chord frames. Songs include: Can You Feel the Love Tonight * Candle in the Wind * Don't Let the Sun Go Down on Me * Goodbye Yellow Brick Road * The One * Rocket Man * Someone Saved My Life Tonight * Sorry Seems to Be the Hardest Word * Tiny Dancer * Your Song * and more.

The Ultimate Pop/Rock Fake Book (Songbook) For the first time ever, musical selections from the first five Harry Potter movies are available in one jam-packed collection. Intermediate-level pianists will love playing these Easy Piano arrangements, which faithfully render the magical music of John Williams, Patrick Doyle, and Nicholas Hooper. Full color art pages from each movie are included. Titles: Buckbeak's Flight * The Chamber of Secrets * Double Trouble * Dumbledore's Army * Fawkes the Phoenix * Fireworks * Hagrid the Professor * Harry in Winter * Harry's Wondrous World * Hedwig's Theme * Hogwarts' Hymn * Hogwarts' March * Loved Ones and Leaving * Nimbus 2000 * Potter Waltz * Professor Umbridge * The Quidditch World Cup (The Irish) * The Room of Requirement.

Elton John

Sonatas & Partitas (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). This fabulous collection features 34 of Elton's all-time greatest hits, including: Bennie and the Jets * The Bitch Is Back * Can You Feel the Love Tonight * Candle in the Wind * Crocodile Rock * Don't Go Breaking My Heart * Don't Let the Sun Go down on Me * Goodbye Yellow Brick Road * Honky Cat * I Guess That's Why They Call It the Blues * I'm Still Standing * Philadelphia Freedom * Rocket Man (I Think It's Gonna Be a Long Long Time) * Sad Songs (Say So Much) * Saturday Night's Alright (For Fighting) * Sorry Seems to Be the Hardest Word * Tiny Dancer * Your Song * and more!

The Complete Piano Player: Book 2

It's Never Too Late to Play Pam Wedgwood (Piano Solo Personality). This folio features cool jazzy
arrangements of 20 Elton John favorites including: Bennie and the Jets * Can You Feel the Love Tonight * Candle in the Wind * Crocodile Rock * Goodbye Yellow Brick Road * I Guess That's Why They Call It the Blues * I'm Still Standing * Rocket Man (I Think It's Gonna Be a Long Long Time) * Tiny Dancer * Your Song * and more.


Easiest 5 Finger Piano Colle Elton John In the fourth year of the Great War, the growing military, political, social and economic costs hit all existing belligerents while as yet uncommitted states joined the global conflict. 1917: Beyond the Western Front amply illustrates the crucial significance of this pivotal year.

Tiny Dancer Sheet Music (Piano Play-Along). Play 8 of your favorite songs with sound-alike audio tracks. Each volume in this series comes with audio of orchestrated arrangements. The music in this book matches these recorded orchestrations. There are two tracks for each a full performance for listening, plus a separate backing track which lets you be the soloist! The music even includes a separate vocal staff, plus guitar frames, so you or your friends can also sing or strum along! Songs: Bennie and the Jets * Blue Eyes * Don't Go Breaking My Heart * Don't Let the Sun Go down on Me * Rocket Man (I Think It's Gonna Be a Long Long Time) * Sacrifice * Someone Saved My Life Tonight * Tiny Dancer.

Elton John Anthology (Songbook) In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has heightened the need for academics to question whether Disney's films and music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of those less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney Company handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume. On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can help individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace progressive thinking. The different approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views about the good, the bad, and the best way forward.

The Elton John Keyboard Book (Songbook) The book Elton's fiercely loyal followers have been craving--a guide that explores every nook and cranny of the legendary rock musician's extraordinary career. Included are biographical background, anecdotes, critical commentary, lists, pop quizzes, trivia, quotes, and more. Illustrations.


1917: Beyond the Western Front (Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right hand of the piano part, as well as in
the vocal line.

Elton John (Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right hand of the piano part, as well as in the vocal line.

Harry Potter Magical Music

To be Continued "These eleven dynamic storytellers were first brought together in To Be Continued when their stories - fantasy and reality, the near past and far future, contemporary lesbian life and escapist encounters - left readers hanging at the proverbial cliff's edge clamoring for more."--BOOK JACKET. "Now here they are once again in To Be Continued: Take Two, picking up where they stopped six months ago without missing a beat, spinning tales to their often unpredictable conclusions."--BOOK JACKET.

Elton John Favorites (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). This updated edition offers 60 of Elton's best: Bennie and the Jets * The Bitch Is Back * Candle in the Wind * Crocodile Rock * Daniel * Don't Let the Sun Go Down on Me * Goodbye Yellow Brick Road * I Guess That's Why They Call It the Blues * The One * Rocket Man * Sad Songs (Say So Much) * Tiny Dancer * Written in the Stars * Your Song * and more!

The Complete Piano Player Twenty of Elton John's best songs. Titles include: Bennie and the Jets * Border Song * Candle in the Wind * Don't Let the Sun Go Down on Me * Goodbye Yellow Brick Road * I Guess That's Why They Call It the Blues * Island Girl * Philadelphia Freedom * Rocket Man * Sacrifice * Saturday Night's Alright for Fighting * Sixty Years On * Someone Saved My Life Tonight * Your Song and more.

Me (Big Note Personality). 16 of Sir Elton's biggest hits in big-note piano arrangements, including: Bennie and the Jets * Blue Eyes * Candle in the Wind * Crocodile Rock * Daniel * Don't Let the Sun Go down on Me * Goodbye Yellow Brick Road * I Guess That's Why They Call It the Blues * Island Girl * Philadelphia Freedom * Rocket Man (I Think It's Gonna Be a Long Long Time) * Sacrifice * Sad Songs (Say So Much) * Someone Saved My Life Tonight * Sorry Seems to Be the Hardest Word * Your Song.

Your Song (Sheet Music) A comprehensive overview of the musical career of Elton John provides the full story behind all of the musician's recordings, a complete chronicle of his concert tours, an assessment of his musical odyssey, and a study of his sometimes turbulent personal life, along with more than forty photographs and a complete discography.

Elton John Ballads (Songbook) (Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right hand of the piano part, as well as in the vocal line.

Hal Leonard Stud Pf Lib Lessons 4

Elton John for Singers (Super Easy Songbook). It's super easy! This series features accessible arrangements for piano, with simple right-hand melody, letter names inside each note, basic left-hand chord diagrams, and no page turns. This edition includes 22 hits from the Rocket Man: Bennie and the Jets * Can You Feel the Love Tonight * Candle in the Wind * Don't Let the Sun Go down on Me * Goodbye Yellow Brick Road * I'm Still Standing * Sad Songs (Say So Much) * Tiny Dancer * Your Song * and more.

Greenbanks (Piano Solo Personality). 22 songs from this pop piano master, including: Bennie and the Jets * Can You Feel the Love Tonight * Candle in the Wind * Daniel * I Guess That's Why They Call It the Blues * Rocket Man * Sacrifice * Your Song * and more.

The Complete Piano Player Christmas [music] Christened Reginald Dwight, he was a shy boy with Buddy Holly glasses who grew up in the London suburb of Pinner and dreamed of becoming a pop star. By the age of twenty-three, he was performing his first gig in America, facing an astonished audience in his bright yellow dungarees, a star-spangled T-shirt and boots with wings. Elton John had arrived and the music
world would never be the same again. His life has been full of drama, from the early rejection of his work with song-writing partner Bernie Taupin to spinning out of control as a chart-topping superstar; from half-heartedly trying to drown himself in his LA swimming pool to disco-dancing with the Queen; from friendships with John Lennon, Freddie Mercury and George Michael to setting up his AIDS Foundation. All the while, Elton was hiding a drug addiction that would grip him for over a decade. In Me Elton also writes powerfully about getting clean and changing his life, about finding love with David Furnish and becoming a father. In a voice that is warm, humble and open, this is Elton on his music and his relationships, his passions and his mistakes. This is a story that will stay with you, by a living legend.

The Complete Keyboard Player: Book 1 This extensively revised and expanded fifth edition of Understanding Popular Music Culture provides an accessible and comprehensive introduction to the production, distribution, consumption and meaning of popular music, and the debates that surround popular culture and popular music. Reflecting the continued proliferation of popular music studies, the new music industry in a digital age, and the emergence of new stars, this new edition has been reorganized and extensively updated throughout, making for a more coherent and sequenced coverage of the field. These updates include: two new chapters entitled ‘The Real Thing’: Authenticity, covers and the canon and ‘Time Will Pass You By’: Histories and popular memory new case studies on artists including The Rolling Stones, Lorde, One Direction and Taylor Swift further examples of musical texts, genres, and performers throughout including additional coverage of Electronic Dance Music expanded coverage on the importance of the back catalogue and the box set; reality television and the music biopic greater attention to the role and impact of the internet and digital developments in relation to production, dissemination, mediation and consumption; including the role of social network sites and streaming services each chapter now has its own set of expanded references to facilitate further investigation. Additional resources for students and teachers can also be found on the companion website (www.routledge.com/cw/shuker), which includes additional case studies, links to relevant websites and a discography of popular music metagenres.

Elton John A lively social history of popular wartime songs and how they helped America's home front morale.

The Elton John Scrapbook (Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right hand of the piano part, as well as in the vocal line.

The Little Black Book of Elton John A pocket-sized collection of Elton John songs presented in chord songbook format, with guitar chords boxes, complete lyrics and a tuning/playing guide. Songs from 1969 right up to 2011.

Elton John - Greatest Hits 1970-2002 (Songbook)

Classical Chillout for Solo Piano (Fake Book). This 4th edition is the ultimate collection of 600 pop/rock hits in one amazing book in arrangements appropriate for all C instruments! Includes: Adia * Against All Odds (Take a Look at Me Now) * Ain't No Mountain High Enough * All Shook Up * Amazed * Angel * Another One Bites the Dust * At the Hop * Breathe * California Girls * Can You Feel the Love Tonight * Can't Help Falling in Love * Come Sail Away * December 1963 (Oh What a Night) * Don't Cry Out Loud * Don't Know Much * Dust in the Wind * Earth Angel * Every Breath You Take * Fast Car * Great Balls of Fire * A Groovy Kind of Love * Hero * Hey Jude * How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved by You) * Imagine * Iris * Layla * The Loco-Motion * Love Will Keep Us Together * Maggie May * Me and Bobby McGee * Memory * Mission: Impossible Theme * My Heart Will Go On * Oh, Pretty Woman * On Broadway * The Power of Love * Raindrops Keep Fallin' on My Head * The River of Dreams * Save the Best for Last * Sea of Love * The Shoop Shoop Song (It's in His Kiss) * Something * Spinning Wheel * Stand by Me * Stayin' Alive * Surfin' U.S.A. * Tears in Heaven * True Colors * The Twist * The Way We Were * We've Only Just Begun * What a Wonderful World * What's Going On * When I Fall in Love * Wild Thing * Wooly Bully * Yesterday * You've Got a Friend * You've Lost That Lovin' Feelin' * and many hundreds more!

Always on My Mind Sheet Music Pop/Rock/R&B Piano Solos
Elton John (Songbook) (Keyboard Recorded Versions). This terrific collection features 20 of Elton John's best songs: Bennie and the Jets * Candle in the Wind * Crocodile Rock * Daniel * Don't Go Breaking My Heart * Goodbye Yellow Brick Road * Honky Cat * Rocket Man * Tiny Dancer * and more.

The Elton John Piano Solo Collection (Songbook) Complete Piano Player: Bob Dylan contains 13 classic Bob Dylan songs, with explanations for fingering and chords, that will feel familiar to those who have previously used the Complete Piano Player teaching books. This is an ideal companion songbook to the bestselling tuition series which will provide the beginner player with new arrangements to add to your repertoire. Songlist: - All Along The Watchtower - Blowin' In The Wind - Forever Young - I Shall Be Released - If Not For You - It Ain't Me Babe - Knockin' On Heaven's Door - Lay, Lady, Lay - Make You Feel My Love - Mr. Tambourine Man - Quinn The Eskimo (The Mighty Quinn) - Tangled Up In Blue - The Times They Are A-Changin’

His Song (Vocal Piano). 20 classics from Sir Elton John are presented in this collection of vocal transcriptions in their original keys with piano accompaniment. Includes: Bennie and the Jets * The Bitch Is Back * Candle in the Wind * Don't Let the Sun Go down on Me * Goodbye Yellow Brick Road * Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds * Philadelphia Freedom * Rocket Man (I Think It's Gonna Be a Long Long Time) * Saturday Night's Alright (For Fighting) * and more.

The Songs that Fought the War This is the second book I the Complete Piano Player course and is every bit as rewarding as the first. You will learn how to play songs by Elvis Presley, Rod Stewart, The Beatles and more, while introducing new notes for both hands, extending past the range of the original five-finger position. Letter names will appear alongside new notes only. Carefully follow the lessons and you will find you have learned all about accidentals, chord symbols, dotted rhythms and wrist staccato, as well as having increased your repertoire and grown as a musician Remember playing little and often is the best way to make rapid progress and become the complete piano player. Songlist: - A Hard Days Night [The Beatles] - Bright Eyes [Art Garfunkel] - By The Time I Get To Phoenix [Glen Campbell] - Danny Boy (Londonderry Air) [Trad.] - Guantanamera [Trad.] - He'll Have To Go [Jim reeves] - Laughing Samba [Edmundo Ros] - Let Him Go, Let Him Tarry [Trad.] - Let It Be [The Beatles] - Liebebestraum [Liszt] - My Own True Love (from Gone With the Wind) - Plaisir D'amour [Martinini] - Puff The Magic Dragon [Peter, Paul & Mary] - Sailing [Colin Down] - Silent Night [Trad.] - Take Me Home Country Roads [John Denver] - The Winner Takes It All [ABBA] - Those Lazy Crazy Days Of Summer [Nat king Cole] - Under The Bridges Of Paris [Dean Martin] - What Kind Of Fool Am I? - William Tell Overture – Theme [Rossini] - Wooden Heart [Elvis Presley]

Australian national bibliography Includes a full facsimile of the original manuscript of Johann Sebastian Bach's Sonatas and Partitas for Violin Solo (BWV1001-1006) transcribed for the classic guitar by Croatian cellist Walter Depalj and fingered by Istvn Rmer. Written for the advanced guitarist in standard notation only.